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Abstract
We determine the structure of the invariant ring of two matrices of degree 3. The spec-
trum of Z[M3×M3]PGL3 is isomorphic to a hypersurface of A11Z . c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
MSC: 15A72; 16G20; 14H60
Let M3 ×M3 be the scheme of two 3 × 3 matrices over Z and let Z[M3 ×M3] be
its coordinate ring. The group scheme PGL3 acts on the scheme M3×M3 by (A; B) →
(P−1AP; P−1BP) for (A; B)∈M3 ×M3 and P ∈PGL3. In this paper, we determine the
structure of the invariant ring Z[M3 × M3]PGL3 . The spectrum of Z[M3 × M3]PGL3 is
isomorphic to a hypersurface A11Z . This fact has been known for a @eld of characteristic
0 (see [2]).
The invariant ring Z[M3 × M3]PGL3 is closely related to various geometric objects.
Through the structure Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 , we can obtain explicit descriptions of certain
quiver varieties and semiuniversal deformation spaces of simple singularities [9]. For
another example, we can investigate the singularity of the moduli space of rank 3
semistable vector bundles over a nonsingular projective curve of genus 2 by studying
the structure of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 [12].
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1. Generators of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3
1.1. De1nition of Saito character ring
In this section, we introduce the Saito character ring. The Saito character ring of
degree 3 for the free group F2 of rank 2 is an approximation of the invariant ring
Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 . We can deduce several relations in the invariant ring from the Saito
character ring.
Denition 1.1 (Saito [11]; Nakamoto [8]). Let  be a group. We de@ne the repre-
sentation ring of degree n for  by
An():=Z[aij() | ∈; 16 i; j6 n]=I();
where I() is the ideal of the polynomial ring Z[aij() | ∈; 16 i; j6 n] generated
by all entries of the n× n matrices (e)− In and ()()− () for each ; ∈,
where ():=(aij())16i; j6n. Here, we denote by e the identity element of . We
regard each aij() as an independent variable in the polynomial ring Z[aij()].
Remark 1.2. In [11,7], the aIne scheme SpecAn() is called the representation
variety of degree n for  (although the scheme may be neither irreducible nor reduced,
the name of representation variety will be used in this paper according to [11,8]). The
scheme SpecAn() represents the following contravariant functor from the category of
schemes to the category of sets:
Repn() : (Sch)→ (Sets);
X → { : → GLn((X;OX )) representation}:
We denote the universal representation of degree n for  by  : → GLn(An()).
Notation 1.3 (Saito [11]; Nakamoto [8]). Let Z[M⊕mn ] be the coordinate ring of the
scheme of m matrices of size n× n over Z. We denote by A1; A2; : : : ; Am the universal
matrices on SpecZ[M⊕mn ]. We write Z[M3 ×M3] instead of Z[M⊕23 ].
If R is a commutative ring, then we de@ne
R[M⊕mn ]:=Z[M⊕mn ]⊗Z R:
The symbol det A denotes
∏n
k=1 det Ak . The symbol R[M
⊕m
n ]det A denotes the localiza-
tion of R[M⊕mn ] by det A.
Remark 1.4 (Saito [11]; Nakamoto [8]). Let Fm be the free group of rank m. Then
the representation ring An(Fm) is isomorphic to Z[M⊕mn ]det A.
Denition 1.5 (Saito [11]; Nakamoto [8]). Let  be a group. We de@ne the
action of the group scheme PGLn over Z on the representation variety
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Repn() by
Repn()× PGLn →Repn();
(; P) → P−1P:
Notation 1.6. Let R be a commutative ring. For A∈Mn(R), we de@ne ci(A) for
16 i6 n by
det(xIn − A)= xn − c1(A)xn−1 + c2(A)xn−2 − · · ·+ (−1)ncn(A):
In particular, we denote the trace c1(A) and the determinant cn(A) by s(A) and d(A),
respectively. Let  be a group. If  : → GLn(An()) is the universal representation
of degree n for , then we denote ci(()) by ci() for ∈.
The group scheme PGLn acts on the scheme of m matrices of size n × n by
(A1; : : : ; Am) → (P−1A1P; : : : ; P−1AmP). We quote an important theorem on the
invariant subring Z[M⊕mn ]PGLn of the coordinate ring Z[M⊕mn ] by PGLn.
Theorem 1.7 (Donkin [1]). The invariant ring Z[M⊕mn ]PGLn is generated by the co-
e3cients of the characteristic polynomials of all matrices Ai1Ai2 : : : Air for i1; i2; : : : ;
ir ∈{1; 2; : : : ; m} and r ∈N over Z.
By the above theorem and Remark 1.4, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1.8. For the free group Fm of rank m, the invariant subring An(Fm)PGLn
of the representation ring An(Fm) by PGLn is generated by {ci() | ∈Fm; 16 i6 n}
over Z.
In [11] Kyoji Saito de@ned the Saito character ring of degree 2, which was called
by him “character ring” simply. This ring was constructed as an approximation of the
invariant subring of the representation ring. In the present paper, we de@ne the Saito
character ring of degree 3 and higher degree.
Before we de@ne the Saito character ring of degree 3, we need to make preparations.
The following is an easy lemma in linear algebra, however here we prove it by using
the representation ring or the representation variety (this technique can be applied to
proving several complicated equalities in Section 2.2).
Lemma 1.9. Let R be a commutative ring. For A∈GLn(R), we have
cn−1(A)=d(A)s(A−1):
Proof. It suIces to prove that the statement is true when R is the representation ring
An(F1) and A is the universal matrix because of Remark 1.2. The ring An(F1) is iso-
morphic to Z[Mn]det (A), and it can be embedded into the complex number @eld C.
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Therefore, we can assume that A∈GLn(C). Let 1; : : : ; n be eigenvalues of A. We see
that cn−1(A)=
∑n
i=1 1 : : : ˆi : : : n and that d(A)s(A
−1)= 1 : : : n(−11 + · · · + −1n ).
Thus, we have proved the equality.
Notation 1.10. In the degree 3 case, we simply denote c2(A) by c(A). For A∈M3(R),
we have
det(xI3 − A)= x3 − s(A)x2 + c(A)x − d(A):
From the above lemma, we have c(A)=d(A)s(A−1) for A∈GL3(R).
Here we de@ne the Saito character ring of degree 3.
Denition 1.11. Let  be a group and let e be the identity element of . We denote by
ab the group =[; ]. For ∈, we denote by d() the equivalence class containing
 in ab. Let Zab[s() | ∈] be the polynomial ring in the independent variables
{s() | ∈} over Zab. Then, we de@ne the Saito character ring of degree 3 for 
by
R3():=Zab[s() | ∈]=I();
where I() is the ideal generated by the following elements:
s(e)− 3; (1)
s()− s(); (2)
s(2)− s()s() + d()s(−1)s()− d()s(−1); (3)
for all ; ∈. Through the canonical projection Zab[s() | ∈] → R3(), we also
regard s() as an element of R3(). In the Saito character ring R3(), we de@ne c()
by
c():=d()s(−1)
for each ∈.
Here let us explain the relations (1)–(3) in the Saito character ring. Let R be a
commutative ring and  a group. If  : → GL3(R) is a representation of degree 3
for , then we have the following equalities:
tr((e))= 3; (4)
tr(())= tr (()); (5)
tr((2))− tr(()) tr(()) + det(()) tr((−1)) tr(())
− det(()) tr((−1))= 0; (6)
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for each ; ∈. It is obvious that the equalities (4) and (5) hold. Let us prove
the equality (7). Put A:=() and B:=(). By the Cayley–Hamilton theorem and
Lemma 1.9 we have
A3 − tr(A)A2 + det(A) tr(A−1)A− tr(A)I3 = 0:
Multiplying A−1B from the right, we obtain
A2B− tr(A)AB+ det(A) tr(A−1)B− det(A)A−1B=0:
By taking the traces we get the equality (7). The relations (1)–(3) in the Saito character
ring come from the equalities (4)–(7).
We de@ne the canonical map from the Saito character ring to the representation ring
by
 :R3()→ A3();
d() → det(());
s() → tr(());
where  is the universal representation of degree 3 for . From Donkin’s Theorem
(Theorem 1.7), we see that Im=A3()PGL3 for free groups . However, the author
does not know whether  is injective. It is still open whether all relations in the
invariant ring can be deduced from the relations (1), (2), and (3).
We give an easy example of the Saito character ring of degree 3.
Example 1.12 (The case  = F1). Let F1 be the free group of rank one, and let  be
a generator of F1. Then the elements s(); c(), and d() are algebraically independent
in R3(F1). The Saito character ring R3(F1) is isomorphic to
Z[s(); c(); d(); d()−1]:
The ring R3(F1) can be regarded as a subring of A3(F1) through .
We introduce the following notation for De@nition 1.14.
Notation 1.13. We denote by ei the ith symmetric polynomial in Z[x1; x2; : : : ; xn], that
is, ei:=
∑
16j1¡···¡ji6n xj1 : : : xji . By !m, we understand the unique polynomial such
that xm1 + x
m
2 + · · ·+ xmn = !m(e1; e2; : : : ; en) for each positive integer m. (For an explicit
formula for !m, see [5, I, Section 2].)
We now de@ne the Saito character ring of every degree.
Denition 1.14. Let  be a group and let n be a positive integer. We de@ne the Saito
character ring of degree n for  by
Rn():=Z[s(); c2(); : : : ; cn−1(); d() | ∈]=I();
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where I() is the ideal of the polynomial ring Z[s(); c2(); : : : ; cn−1(); d() | ∈]
over Z generated by the next elements:
s(e)− n; d(e)− 1; ci(e)−
(
n
i
)
; (7)
d(")− d()d("); (8)
s(")− s("); ci(")− ci("); (9)
s(n")− s()s(n−1") +
∑
26i6n−1
(−1)ici()s(n−i") + (−1)nd()s("); (10)
s(m)− !m(s(); c2(); : : : ; d()); (11)
for ; "∈;m∈N+, and 26 i6 n− 1.
Remark 1.15. In the degree 2 case, we can easily check that the Saito character ring
de@ned in Proposition 1.14 is isomorphic to the one de@ned in [11]:
R2():=Zab[s() | ∈]=I2();
where I2():=(s(e)−2; s()− s()s()+d()s(−1) | ; ∈) and d() is the equiv-
alence class containing  in ab.
The following proposition implies that the Saito character ring for an arbitrary group
is a quotient of the one for a free group.
Proposition 1.16. Let  be a group. Suppose that  has a presentation =FI =R;
where FI is a free group with a set of free generators I and R is a set of de1ning
relations. Then we have
Rn() ∼= Rn(FI )=(s(x)− s(x); ci(x)− ci(x); d()− 1 | x∈FI ; ∈R)
Proof. Put A:=Rn(FI )=(s(x)− s(x); ci(x)−ci(x); d()−1 | x∈FI ; ∈R). Let ! :FI →
 be the canonical projection. The map ! induces the ring homomorphism !∗ :Rn(FI )→
Rn(). Then !∗ factors through A and we obtain the ring homomorphism O!∗ :A →
Rn().
Now we take a section of ! :FI →  as a morphism of sets. Call it . Then we
de@ne the ring homomorphism ∗ by
∗ :Z[s(); c2(); : : : ; d() | ∈]→ A;
s() → s(());
ci() → ci(());
d() → d(()):
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We show that ∗ does not depend on choices of sections  : → FI . For ∈, we
pick ; ′ ∈FI such that !()= !(′)= . Then we can write = ′
∏t
i=1 g
−1
i igi, where
i ∈R and gi ∈FI . In A, we have
s() = s
(
′
t∏
i=1
g−1i igi
)
= s
(
gt
(
′
t−1∏
i=1
g−1i igi
)
g−1t t
)
= s
(
gt
(
′
t−1∏
i=1
g−1i igi
)
g−1t
)
= s
(
′
t−1∏
i=1
g−1i igi
)
:
By induction on t, we obtain s()= s(′). We can also prove that ci()= ci(′) and
that d()=d(′) in a similar way. Hence we see that ∗ does not depend on choices
of .
It is easy to see that Ker ∗ contains all elements in (7)–(11). Therefore, we obtain
O∗ :Rn()→ A. Since O!∗ ◦ O∗=1 and O∗ ◦ O!∗=1, we have proved the statement.
In the sequel, we will deal with the Saito character ring of degree 3 mainly. Before
we enter the next section, we show that De@nition 1.11 is compatible with De@nition
1.14 in the degree 3 case.
Proposition 1.17. The Saito character ring of degree 3 de1ned in De1nition 1:11 is
isomorphic to the one de1ned in De1nition 1:14.
Proof. Throughout this proof, we put tildes on the symbols of the Saito character ring
of degree 3 de@ned in De@nition 1.14. We de@ne the ring homomorphism % :R3()→
R˜3() by s() → s˜() and d() → d˜(). We show that % is an isomorphism.
To prove that % is surjective, it suIces to show that c˜()∈ Im% for each ∈.
From the relation (11) with m=2, we have
s˜(2)= s˜()2 − 2c˜():
By the relations (10) and (7), we obtain
s˜(2)− s˜()2 + 3c˜()− d˜()s˜(−1)= 0:
Then from these equalities, we have c˜()= d˜()s˜(−1). Therefore, c˜()∈ Im%.
To prove that % is injective, it suIces to show that the relation (11) holds in R3().
First, we consider the case =F1. Let  be a generator of F1. The relation (11) holds
in A3(F1), and hence it also holds in the subring R3(F1) (cf. Example 1.12). In general,
for each ∈, let us consider the group homomorphism  :F1 →  sending  to .
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The map  induces the ring homomorphism from R3(F1) to R3(). Since the relation
(11) holds in the case =F1, so does it in the arbitrary group case. Thus, we have
proved the proposition.
By the above proposition, we identify the Saito character ring of degree 3 de@ned
in De@nition 1.11 with the one de@ned in De@nition 1.14.
1.2. Generators of the Saito character ring of degree 3
In this section, we obtain a set of generators of the Saito character ring of degree
3 over Z. We choose @nitely many generators of the Saito character ring of degree 3
for F2 over Z.
Proposition 1.18. Let  be a group with a subset G generating . Then the Saito
character ring R3() is generated by⋃
n∈N
{s('11 : : : 'nn ) | i ∈G; i = i+1; 'i ∈{−1; 1}}
over Zab.
Proof. For ∈, we write = l11 : : : lnn , where i ∈G; i = i+1, and li ∈Z. We claim
that s() is contained in the subring generated by the above set in the statement over
Zab. We show the claim by induction on the number m:=#{i | li ∈ {−1; 1}}.
For the case m=0, the claim is obvious. Suppose that the claim is true for the
case m − 1. We now consider the case m. By the equality (5), we may assume that
s()= s(l11 ), where l1 ∈ {−1; 1}; = l22 : : : lnn ∈, and #{i | li ∈ {−1; 1}; i=2; : : : ; n}
=m− 1. By the equality (7), the next equality holds for each integer l:
s(l1)= s(1)s(
l−1
1 )− d(1)s(−11 )s(l−21 ) + d(1)s(l−31 ):
From the assumption for the case m − 1, we see that s(−11 ); s(), and s(1) are
contained in the subring generated by the above set. By induction on l1, we also see
that s(l11 ) is contained in the subring. Thus, we have shown the claim.
Corollary 1.19. Let  be a group with a subset G generating . Then the Saito
character ring R3() is generated by {d()±1 | ∈G} and
⋃
n∈N{s('11 : : : 'nn ) | i ∈G;
i = i+1; 'i ∈{−1; 1}} over Z.
Proof. The ring Zab is generated by {d()±1 | ∈G} over Z. The statement follows
from the previous proposition.
In a similar way we obtain the next proposition.
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Proposition 1.20. Let  be a group with a subset G generating . Then the Saito
character ring R3() is generated by⋃
n∈N
{s('11 : : : 'nn ) | i ∈G; i = i+1; 'i ∈{1; 2}} ∪ {c() | ∈G}
over Zab.
We now introduce some terminologies.
Denition 1.21. Let  be a group with a subset G generating , and let ∈. We
say that  has length n if  can be expressed as l11 : : : 
ln
n , where i ∈G; i = i+1, and
li ∈Z.
Let J be {−1; 1} or {1; 2}. We say that  has J-length n if  can be expressed as
'11 : : : 
'n
n , where i ∈G; i = i+1, and 'i ∈ J .
We say that  has s-length n if s() is contained in the subring of R3() generated
by {s() | ∈, J -length ()6 n} ∪ {c() | ∈G} over Zab.
Remark 1.22. Suppose that #G¿ 2. From the de@nition, if  has length n − 1 (resp.
s-length n− 1), then  has length n (resp. s-length n). By the discussion in the proof
of Proposition 1.18, we see that if  has length n, then  has s-length n.
From now on, we restrict ourselves to the case =F2. We determine @nitely many
generators of R3(F2) over Z.
Denition 1.23. Let F2 be the free group of rank 2 with a subset of free generators
G:={; "}. Let J be {−1; 1} or {1; 2}. Suppose that ∈F2 has J -length n. Then  (or
s()) is called reducible if  has s-length n− 1.
Remark 1.24. If  is '1"'2 : : : '2m−1"'2m'2m+1 or "'1'2 : : : "'2m−1'2m"'2m+1 , then s()=
s('1+'2m+1"'2 : : : '2m−1"'2m) or s("'1+'2m+1'2 : : : "'2m−1'2m), respectively. Therefore, if 
has J -length 2m+ 1, then  is reducible.
In the next lemma, we investigate the case that  has J -length 2m with J = {−1; 1}.
Lemma 1.25. Let J = {−1; 1}. Let = '1"'2 : : : '2m−1"'2m ∈F2 with 'i ∈ J .
(i) If there exists i such that 'i = 'i+2; then s() is reducible.
(ii) If  has J-length 2m with m¿ 4; then either there exists i such that 'i = 'i+2
and hence s() is reducible; or  contains a subsequence '"'
′
−'"−'
′
'"'
′
−'"−'
′
with '; '′ ∈ J .
(iii) The Saito character ring R3(F2) is 1nitely generated by {s() | ∈F2, J-length
()6 6} over ZFab2 .
Proof. (i) Suppose that = '1"'2 : : : '2m−1"'2m with 'i = 'i+2. By using the equality (5),
we may assume that '1 = '3 without loss of generality (if necessary, change  and ").
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Then, we have =('1"'2 )2"−'2+'4'5"'6 : : : '2m−1"'2m . Put = '5"'6 : : : '2m−1"'2m . Since
s() = s(('1"'2 )2"−'2+'4)
= s('1"'2 )s('1"'2"−'2+'4)− d('1"'2 )s(('1"'2 )−1)s("−'2+'4)
+d('1"'2 )s(−'1"−'2+'4'5 : : : "'2m−'2 );
we see that s() is reducible.
(ii) For = '1"'2'3"'4'5"'6'7"'8 : : : '2m−1"'2m with m¿ 4, assume that 'i = 'i+2 for
any i. Then, we have '1 = − '3 = '5 = − '7 and '2 = − '4 = '6 = − '8. Therefore, 
contains a subsequence '1"'2−'1"−'2'1"'2−'1"−'2 .
(iii) By Proposition 1.18 and Remark 1.24, it suIces to show that s() is reducible
for any ∈F2 with J -length 2m¿ 8. We may assume that the top of the expression
of  is  because of symmetry. Moreover, from (ii) we may assume that  contains
a subsequence '1"'2−'1"−'2'1"'2−'1"−'2 . Then s()= s(('1"'2−'1"−'2 )2), where
= '9 : : : '2m−1"'2m . Therefore, we can prove that s() is reducible in the same way as
(i). Thus, we have proved the lemma.
From the above lemma, we obtain a set of generators of R3(F2) as an algebra over Z.
Proposition 1.26. The next elements generate R3(F2) as an algebra over Z:
d()±1; d(")±1; s(±1); s("±1); s("); s("−1); s(−1");
s(−1"−1); s("−1"−1); s("−1−1"):
Proof. From Lemma 1.25, we have only to consider ∈F2 with J -length 6 6. For
∈F2 with J -length ()= 6, we may assume that = '1"'2'3"'4'5"'6 without loss
of generality. Then at least one of '1 = '3; '3 = '5, and '5 = '1 holds. Hence, we see
that s() is reducible by Lemma 1.25(i) and the equality (5). Therefore, any element
with J -length 6 is reducible. In a similar way, any element with J -length 4 except
s("−1"−1) and s("−1−1") is reducible. Thus, we have proved the statement.
We also obtain another set of generators of R3(F2).
Corollary 1.27. The next elements generate R3(F2) as an algebra over Z:
d()±1; d(")±1; s(); s("); c(); c("); s("); s("2); s(2");
s(2"2); s("2"2); s("22"):
Proof. We recall that c()=d()s(−1): By the equalities s(2")= s()s(")−c()s(")
+ d()s(−1") and so on, it is easy to prove the statement from the above
proposition.
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We have seen that R3(F2) is a @nitely generated algebra over Z: However, the author
does not know whether R3() is a @nitely generated algebra over Z for any @nitely
generated group :
1.3. Generators of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3
In the previous section, we have obtained sets of generators of R3(F2) as an algebra
over Z: Now we consider generators of Z[M3×M3]PGL3 : In R3(F2) the element d() is
invertible, however it is not invertible in Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 : For the diRerence between
R3(F2) and Z[M3×M3]PGL3 we need to introduce the following subalgebra of Rn(Fm):
Denition 1.28. Let Fm be the free group of rank m. We de@ne the subalgebra R of
Rn(Fm) generated by {s(q1q2 · · · qr ) | q1; : : : ; qr ∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}} and {c2(p); : : : ; cn−1
(p); d(p) |p∈{1; 2; : : : ; m}} over Z.
Under the above de@nition, we get the next proposition.
Proposition 1.29. Let {1; 2; : : : ; m} be a system of free generators of Fm.
Let x=d(i11 
i2
2 · · · imm )s(l1k1l2k2 · · · lrkr )∈Rn(Fm): For 16p6m; we de1ne jp:=∑
{q | kq=p;lq¡0} lq: If ip + jp¿ 0 for 16p6m; then x is contained in R.
Proof. The proof will be done by induction on the number t:= − (∑mp=1 jp). In the
case t=0; we have x∈R; since lq¿ 0 for 16 q6 r and ip¿ 0 for 16p6m: Sup-
pose that the claim is true until the case t − 1: We now consider the case t ¿ 0:
From t=− (∑mp=1 jp)¿ 0; we may assume that j1 ¡ 0; k1 = 1 and that l1 ¡ 0 with-
out loss of generality (if necessary, use the relation (9) in De@nition 1.14). Since
i1 + j1¿ 0; we have i1 ¿ 0: Then x=d()d(1)s(−11 ); where = 
i1−1
1 
i2
2 : : : 
im
m and
= l1+11 
l2
k2 : : : 
lr
kr : From the relation (10) in De@nition 1.14, we have
d()d(1)s(−11 ) = (−1)n−1d(){s(n−11 )− s(1)s(n−21 )
+c2(1)s(n−31 )− · · ·+ (−1)n−1cn−1(1)s()}:
By induction we see that the elements d()s(n−11 ); d()s(
n−2
1 ); d()s(
n−3
1 ); : : : ;
and d()s() are contained in R: Therefore, we have x∈R; and hence we have proved
the proposition.
Here we introduce several examples of elements of the subalgebra R of Rn(Fm): It
is useful for understanding what Proposition 1.29 means.
Example 1.30. We have many elements of R by using Proposition 1.29: d(1)s(−11 );
d(212)s(
−1
1 
−1
2 3); d(
4
1
5
2
2
3)s(1
−3
2 
−1
1 
−1
3 
−1
2 ); and so on. For example, we obtain
d(")s(−1"−1) = s(2"2)− s()s("2)− s(")s(2")
−c()c(") + s()s(")s("):
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Now we investigate the invariant ring Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 :
We de@ne the canonical map  :R3(F2) → A3(F2) by s() → tr(F2 ()); d() →
det(F2 ()); and c() → c(F2 ()) for ∈F2: Here we denote by F2 the universal
representation of degree 3 for F2: Through the canonical map  :R3(F2)→ A3(F2); we
identify x∈R3(F2) with (x)∈A3(F2): Recall that A3(F2) is isomorphic to Z[M3 ×
M3]det A (cf. Remark 1.4).
The following proposition gives us a set of generators of Z[M3 × M3]PGL3 as an
algebra over Z:
Proposition 1.31. The next elements generate Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 as an algebra over Z:
d(); d("); s(); s("); c(); c("); s("); s("2); s(2"); s(2"2);
s("2"2); s("22"):
Proof. Let A be the subalgebra of Z[M3 × M3]PGL3 generated by the 12 elements
above d(); d("); s(); : : : ; s("22") over Z: It suIces to prove that any coeIcients
of characteristic polynomials of monomials in matrices {A1; A2} are contained in A (cf.
Theorem 1.7). It is clear that any determinants of monomials in {A1; A2} are contained
in A.
First, we prove that any traces of monomials s(l1"l2 · · · l2r−1"l2r ) with li¿ 0 are
contained in A. As in the proofs of Propositions 1.18 and 1.20, we have only to
show that s('1"'2 · · · '2m−1"'2m)∈A for 'i ∈{1; 2}: For proving this, we need the next
lemma.
Lemma 1.32. Let J = {1; 2}: Let = '1"'2 · · · '2m−1"'2m ∈F2 with 'i ∈ J:
(i) Suppose that 'i = 'i+2 for some i. Then s() is reducible. Moreover; if m¿ 3;
then s() can be expressed as a polynomial in {s() | J -length()6 2m− 2} and
{c(); c("); d(); d(")} in Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 or R3(F2):
(ii) If m¿ 4; then either there exists i such that 'i = 'i+2; or  contains a subsequence
'1"'2'
′
1"'
′
2'1"'2'
′
1"'
′
2 such that '1; '2; '′1; '
′
2 ∈ J and '1 = '′1; '2 = '′2:
(iii) In particular; if ∈F2 has J -length 2m¿ 8; then s()∈A:
Proof of Lemma 1.32. We can prove this lemma in the same way as Lemma 1.25.
(i) In the case m=2; we can prove that s() is reducible directly. For example, if
= ""; then we have
s() = s(")2 − 2d(")s(−1"−1)
= s(")2 − 2s(2"2) + 2s()s("2)
+2s(")s(2")− 2s()s(")s(") + 2c()c("):
Assume that m¿ 3. Let C denote the subalgebra of Z[M3×M3]PGL3 (or R3(F2)) gen-
erated by {s() | J -length()6 2m− 2} and {c(); c("); d(); d(")}. If '1 = '3; then
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=('1"'2 )2 "−'2+'4'5"'6 : : : '2m−1"'2m : Put = '5"'6 : : : '2m−1"'2m : Then, we obtain
s() = s(('1"'2 )2"−'2+'4)
= s('1"'2 )s('1"'4)− d('1"'2 )s(('1"'2 )−1)s("−'2+'4 )
+d('1"'2 )s(−'1"−'2+'4'5 : : : '2m−1"'2m−'2 ):
The @rst term s('1"'2 )s('1"'4) of the right-hand side is contained in C (cf. Re-
mark 1.22). For the second term −d('1"'2 )s(('1"'2 )−1)s("−'2+'4 ); we can prove that
d('1"'2 )s(('1"'2 )−1) is contained in the subalgebras A∩C as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1.29. Since m¿ 3; we have "−'2+'4 = '5 : : : '2m−1"'2m−'2+'4 and '2m− '2 + '4¿ 0;
and hence the second term is also contained in C.
In the third term d('1"'2 )s(−'1"−'2+'4'5 : : : '2m−1"'2m−'2 ); we easily see that
the sum of exponents of "’s in d()
+ the sum of negative exponents of"’s in s()¿ 0:
Therefore, we see that the third term is contained in R; and that it is contained in C
by using the discussion in the proof of Proposition 1.29. Thus we have proved (i).
(ii) It can be proved in the same way as Lemma 1.25(ii).
(iii) It follows from (i) and (ii) and Proposition 1.29 (cf. Lemma 1.25).
We continue the proof of Proposition 1.31. From the above lemma, we can easily
see that any s('1"'2 : : : '2m−1"'2m) are contained in A.
Next we prove that any c(l1"l2 · · · l2r−1"l2r ) with li¿ 0 are contained in A. Since
c(l1 · · · "l2r )=d(l1 · · · "l2r )s((l1 · · · "l2r )−1); we see that c(l1"l2 : : : l2r−1"l2r )∈A
from Proposition 1.29. Therefore, we have proved Proposition 1.31.
We also obtain another set of generators of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 .
Corollary 1.33. The next elements generate Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 as an algebra over Z:
d(); d("); s(); s("); c(); c("); s("); s("2); s(2");
c("); s("2"2); s("22"):
Moreover; we may change s("2) to d(")s("−1); or we may change s(2") to
d()s(−1").
2. Relations among generators in Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3
2.1. The structure of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3
In the previous section, we obtained sets of generators of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 : In this
section, we @nd relations among generators of Z[M3 × M3]PGL3 ; and determine the
structure of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 .
We introduce the main theorem in this paper.
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Theorem 2.1. The invariant ring Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 is isomorphic to
Z
[
d(); d("); s(); s("); c(); c("); s("); s("2);
s(2"); s(2"2); s("2"2)
]/
I;
where I is the principal ideal of the polynomial ring in 11 variables over Z generated
by
s("2"2)2 − P(; ")s("2"2) + Q(; "):
Here we denote by P(; ") and Q(; ") the polynomials in d(); d("); s(); s("); c();
c("); s("); s("2); s(2"); and s(2"2) as seen later. In particular; the invariant ring
Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of a hypersurface of A11Z :
Proof. We put B:={d(); d("); s(); s("); c(); c("); s("); s("2); s(2"); s(2"2)}: In
Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 ; we have the following two relations:
s("2"2) + s("22")=P(; "); (12)
s("2"2)s("22")=Q(; "); (13)
where P(; "); Q(; ") are polynomials in the 10 elements of B as seen later. We will
prove the relations (12) and (13) in the next section. From Proposition 1.31 and the
equality (12), we see that Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 is generated by B and s("2"2) over Z.
By using the equalities (12) and (13), we obtain the surjective morphism
% :Z[B; s("2"2)]=I → Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 :
We remark that the 10 elements in B are algebraically independent in Z[M3×M3]PGL3
since dim Q[M3×M3]PGL3 = dim M3×M3−dim PGL3 =10. The polynomial ring Z[B]
can be regarded as a subring of Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 :
For proving the injectivity of %; we have only to show that s("2"2) is not con-
tained in the subring Z[B] of Z[M3×M3]PGL3 . Indeed, let cs("2"2)+d∈Ker% with
c; d∈Z[B]: If c =0; then s("2"2)=− d=c is contained in the sub@eld Q(B) of the
quotient @eld of Z[M3×M3]PGL3 : Because s("2"2) is integral over the normal domain
Z[B]; we have s("2"2) ∈Z[B]; which is a contradiction. Hence we get c=d=0;
and we can prove that Ker %=0.
To prove that s("2"2) is not contained in Z[B]; we consider the following two
representations of the free group F2 of rank 2:
1 : F2 → GL3(Q)
 → A
" → B1;
2 : F2 → GL3(Q)
 → A
" → B2;
where
A=

 1 0 00 2 0
0 0 3

 ; B1 =

 1 1 −11 −1 1
−1 −1 −1

 ; B2 =

 1 −1 1−1 −1 −1
1 1 −1

 :
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Then we have s(1())= s(2()); s(1("))= s(2(")); : : : ; and s(1(2"2))=
s(2(2"2)): However, s(1("2"2)) = s(2("2"2)): Therefore, s("2"2) is not con-
tained in Z[B]: This completes the proof.
Here we introduce the explicit forms of P(; ") and Q(; "); although they are very
complicated:
P(; ") =−3d()d(") + d()s(")c(") + d(")s()c() + s()s(")c()c(")
− s(")s()2s(")2 + s()s(")2s(2") + s()2s(")s("2)
+ s(2")s("2) + s(")s(2"2)− s()s(")s(2"2):
Q(; ") = 9d()2d(")2 − 6d()2d(")c(")s(") + d()2d(")s(")3
+d()2c(")3 − 6d()d(")2c()s() + d()d(")2s()3
− 6d()d(")s(2"2)s(") + 3d()d(")s(2"2)s()s(")
− 6d()d(")s(2")s("2)− 3d()d(")s(2")c(")s()
+6d()d(")s(2")s(")s(")− 2d()d(")s(2")s()s(")2
− 3d()d(")s("2)c()s(") + 6d()d(")s("2)s(")s()
− 2d()d(")s("2)s()2s(") + 6d()d(")c()c(")s(")
− 2d()d(")c()c(")s()s(") + d()d(")c()s(")s(")2
+d()d(")c(")s(")s()2 + d()d(")s(")3
− 5d()d(")s(")2s()s(") + 2d()d(")s(")s()2s(")2
− 3d()s(2"2)s("2)c(") + d()s(2"2)s("2)s(")2
− 2d()s(2"2)c(")2s() + 4d()s(2"2)c(")s(")s(")
−d()s(2"2)s(")s(")3 + 4d()s(2")s("2)c(")s(")
−d()s(2")s("2)s(")3 + d()s(2")c(")2s(")
+2d()s(2")c(")2s()s(")− 4d()s(2")c(")s(")s(")2
+d()s(2")s(")s(")4 + d()s("2)3 + 4d()s("2)2c(")s()
− 2d()s("2)2s(")s(")− d()s("2)2s()s(")2
+4d()s("2)c()c(")2 − d()s("2)c()c(")s(")2
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+2d()s("2)c(")2s()2 + d()s("2)c(")s(")2
− 8d()s("2)c(")s(")s()s(") + d()s("2)s(")2s(")2
+2d()s("2)s(")s()s(")3 + 2d()c()c(")3s()
− 4d()c()c(")2s(")s(") + d()c()c(")s(")s(")3
− 2d()c(")2s(")s()2s(")− d()c(")s(")3s(")
+4d()c(")s(")2s()s(")2 − d()s(")2s()s(")4
+d(")2c()3 − 3d(")s(2"2)s(2")c()
+d(")s(2"2)s(2")s()2 − 2d(")s(2"2)c()2s(")
+4d(")s(2"2)c()s(")s()− d(")s(2"2)s(")s()3
+d(")s(2")3 + 4d(")s(2")2c()s(")
− 2d(")s(2")2s(")s()− d(")s(2")2s()2s(")
+4d(")s(2")s("2)c()s()− d(")s(2")s("2)s()3
+4d(")s(2")c()2c(") + 2d(")s(2")c()2s(")2
−d(")s(2")c()c(")s()2 + d(")s(2")c()s(")2
− 8d(")s(2")c()s(")s()s(") + d(")s(2")s(")2s()2
+2d(")s(2")s(")s()3s(") + d(")s("2)c()2s(")
+2d(")s("2)c()2s()s(")− 4d(")s("2)c()s(")s()2
+d(")s("2)s(")s()4 + 2d(")c()3c(")s(")
− 4d(")c()2c(")s(")s()− 2d(")c()2s(")s()s(")2
+d(")c()c(")s(")s()3 − d(")c()s(")3s()
+4d(")c()s(")2s()2s(")− d(")s(")2s()4s(")
+ s(2"2)3 − 2s(2"2)2s(2")s(")− 2s(2"2)2s("2)s()
− 5s(2"2)2c()c(") + s(2"2)2c()c(")2 + s(2"2)2c(")s()2
+ s(2"2)2s(")s()s(") + s(2"2)s(2")2c(")
+ s(2"2)s(2")2s(")2 + s(2"2)s(2")s("2)s(")
+2s(2"2)s(2")s("2)s()s(") + 9s(2"2)s(2")c()c(")s(")
− 2s(2"2)s(2")c()s(")3 − s(2"2)s(2")c(")s(")s()
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− 2s(2"2)s(2")c(")s()2s(")− s(2"2)s(2")s(")s()s(")2
+ s(2"2)s("2)2c() + s(2"2)s("2)2s()2
+9s(2"2)s("2)c()c(")s()− s(2"2)s("2)c()s(")s(")
− 2s(2"2)s("2)c()s()s(")2 − 2s(2"2)s("2)c(")s()3
− s(2"2)s("2)s(")s()2s(") + 8s(2"2)c()2c(")2
− 2s(2"2)c()2c(")s(")2 − 2s(2"2)c()c(")2s()2
+ s(2"2)c()c(")s(")2 − 8s(2"2)c()c(")s(")s()s(")
+2s(2"2)c()s(")s()s(")3 + 2s(2"2)c(")s(")s()3s(")
− s(2")3c(")s(")− s(2")2s("2)c(")s()− s(2")2c()c(")2
− 4s(2")2c()c(")s(")2 + s(2")2c()s(")4
+2s(2")2c(")s(")s()s(") + s(2")2c(")s()2s(")2
− s(2")s("2)2c()s(")− 8s(2")s("2)c()c(")s()s(")
+ s(2")s("2)c()s(")s(")2 + 2s(2")s("2)c()s()s(")3
+ s(2")s("2)c(")s(")s()2 + 2s(2")s("2)c(")s()3s(")
− 8s(2")c()2c(")2s(") + 2s(2")c()2c(")s(")3
+ s(2")c()c(")2s(")s() + 2s(2")c()c(")2s()2s(")
− s(2")c()c(")s(")2s(") + 8s(2")c()c(")s(")s()s(")2
− 2s(2")c()s(")s()s(")4 − s(2")c(")s(")2s()2s(")
− 2s(2")c(")s(")s()3s(")2 − s("2)3c()s()
− s("2)2c()2c(")− 4s("2)2c()c(")s()2
+2s("2)2c()s(")s()s(") + s("2)2c()s()2s(")2
+ s("2)2c(")s()4 − 8s("2)c()2c(")2s()
+ s("2)c()2c(")s(")s(") + 2s("2)c()2c(")s()s(")2
+2s("2)c()c(")2s()3 − s("2)c()c(")s(")2s()
+8s("2)c()c(")s(")s()2s(")− s("2)c()s(")2s()s(")2
− 2s("2)c()s(")s()2s(")3 − 2s("2)c(")s(")s()4s(")
− 4c()3c(")3 + c()3c(")2s(")2 + c()2c(")3s()2
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− c()2c(")2s(")2 + 8c()2c(")2s(")s()s(")
− 2c()2c(")s(")s()s(")3 − 2c()c(")2s(")s()3s(")
+ c()c(")s(")3s()s(")− 4c()c(")s(")2s()2s(")2
+ c()s(")2s()2s(")4 + c(")s(")2s()4s(")2:
2.2. The art of 1nding relations
In this section, we deal with techniques for @nding relations in Z[M3×M3]PGL3 . For
@nding and proving the equalities (12) and (13), we need to calculate by computer.
Here we introduce not the algorithm but the art of obtaining relations.
Claim. The equalities (12) and (13) hold in Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 .
We prove this claim by the following steps:
Step 1. Finding relations.
The group scheme Gm×Gm acts on M3×M3 by (A; B) → (aA; bB) for (A; B)∈M3×
M3 and (a; b)∈Gm×Gm. We de@ne a canonical grading on the ring Z[M⊕23 ] as follows:
f(A; B)∈Z[M⊕23 ] has multidegree (; ") if f(aA; bB)= ab"f(A; B) for (a; b)∈Gm ×
Gm. For example, s() has multi-degree (1; 0); s(") has multi-degree (0,1), and s("2)
has multi-degree (1,2). We also de@ne the canonical grading on Z[M3 ×M3]PGL3 .
We put B:={d(); d("); s(); s("); c(); c("); s("); s("2); s(2"); s(2"2)}. We con-
sider expressing the elements s("2"2) + s("22") and s("2"2)s("22") as poly-
nomials in the 10 elements of B. Since s("2"2)+s("22") and s("2"2)s("22")
have multi-degree (3,3) and (6,6), they must be expressed as linear combinations of
monomials with multi-degree (3,3) and (6,6), respectively.
Here, we consider the case s("2"2)s("22") as an example. In the case s("2"2)+
s("22"), we also obtain the equality (12) in a similar way. First let us list up all
monomials with multi-degree (6,6) in the 10 elements of B. There are 305 monomials
with multi-degree (6,6). Pick up m pairs of matrices of size 3 × 3 at random, and
calculate 305 monomials and s("2"2)s("22") for the m pairs of matrices. From
these data, we obtain an m × 306 matrix. Call it A. Here we choose suitably large
m. Let us consider a system of linear equations Ax=0. If m pairs of matrices are
chosen suitably, and if luck is with us, then the kernel of A has dimension 1. From
the kernel of A, we obtain the coeIcients of the linear combination of 305 monomials
in the expression of s("2"2)s("22"). Thus, we get the explicit forms of P(; ")
and Q(; ").
Step 2. Calculation of the kernel of the large matrix.
We calculate the kernel of the large matrix A by computer. However, because of
restriction of memories, we need a technique for calculating the kernel. By picking up
m pairs of matrices in M3(Z), we have obtained the m×306 matrix A. Considering the
reduction modp of A for a prime number p, we can calculate the kernel of A over
Z=pZ. If we choose suitably large p, then we can obtain the kernel of A.
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Step 3. Proof of the claim.
We prove the equalities (12) and (13) by computer. For restriction of memories,
we may need a trick. Remark that it suIces to show that (12) and (13) hold for any
pairs of 3 × 3 matrices (X; Y ) over the complex number @eld C. We only have to
prove the equalities for any pairs (X; Y ) in a Zariski open subset of M3(C)×M3(C).
Hence we may assume that the characteristic polynomial of X has no multiple root.
Since the right-hand sides of (12) and (13) are PGL3-invariants, we may change (X; Y )
to (P−1XP; P−1YP). Therefore, it is suIcient to prove the case that X is a diagonal
matrix. We may also change (X; Y ) to (aX; bY ) because the both sides of (12) and
(13) have multidegree (3,3) and (6,6), respectively. Furthermore, we change X and Y
as simply as we can, and we can prove the equalities by computer.
We can also verify the existence of the relations (12) and (13) by another method,
although we cannot obtain the explicit forms. Let us de@ne the representation of
GL3(C) in V :=M3(C) by A → PAP−1. Then it induces a representation of GL3(C)
in Sa(V ) ⊗ Sb(V ). The multiplicity of the trivial representation in Sa(V ) ⊗ Sb(V ) is
equal to the dimension of the subspace C[M3 × M3]PGL3(a;b) of homogeneous elements
of multi-degree (a; b) of C[M3 × M3]PGL3 . By calculating the multiplicity, we can
check the existence of the relations (12) and (13). For example, we see that dim
C[M3×M3]PGL3(3;3) = 25 by calculating the multiplicity. We see that the 10 elements in B
in the proof of the above claim are algebraically independent over C by considering
the Jacobi matrix of B. Since the number of monomials of multi-degree (3,3) in B
is 24, we see that s("2"2) and s("22") are linearly dependent in C[M3 ×M3]PGL3(3;3)
modulo B. Therefore, we can guess the existence of (12). We can also check the
existence of (13) from dim C[M3 ×M3]PGL3(6;6) = 329.
By using the fundamental trace identity (see [10, section 4]), we can prove only the
equality (12). Indeed, we obtain the equality (12) from the identity∑
∈S4
'()(X1; X2; X3; X4)= 0
by substituting X1 =A; X2 =B; X3 =A2 and X4 =B2.
We introduce the next lemma, which also allows us to verify the existence of the
relation (13) without explicit description.
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring. For 2n2 matrices Ai; Bi∈Mn(R) (1616n2),
we have the following equality:
det((n tr(AiBj)− tr(Ai)tr(Bj))16i; j6n2 ) = 0: (14)
Proof. We de@ne the bilinear form  by
 : Mn(R)×Mn(R)→ R;
(X; Y ) → 7n tr(XY )− tr(X )tr(Y ):
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Let us consider the n2 × n2 matrix ( (Eij; Ekl))(i; j); (k; l), where Eij are the matrix units.
For proving the statement, we only have to show that det( (Eij; Ekl))(i; j); (k; l) = 0. We
de@ne the vector v∈Rn2 by v(k; l):=kl. Since  (Eij; Ekl)= niljk − ijkl, we have
( (Eij; Ekl))(i; j); (k; l) · v=0. Hence we get det( (Eij; Ekl))(i; j); (k; l) = 0.
For A; B∈M3(R), we have an equality by substituting
A1 =B1 =A;
A2 =B2 =B;
A3 =B3 =A2;
A4 =B4 =B2;
A5 =B5 =AB;
A6 =B6 =BA;
A7 =B7 =ABA;
A8 =B8 =A2B;
A9 =B9 =AB2
in (14). By using (12) we see that the equality has the form
P1 tr(ABA2B2)2 + P2 tr(ABA2B2) + P3 = 0;
where P1; P2; P3 are polynomials in B= {det(A); det(B); : : : ; tr(A2B2)}. We can check
that P1 =0 for general A; B∈M3(R). Hence, we can guess the existence of the equality
tr(ABA2B2)2 +
P2
P1
tr(ABA2B2) +
P3
P1
= 0:
Therefore, we can con@rm the existence of the relation (13).
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Appendix A. The invariant rings of 2× 2 matrices
In this appendix, we deal with the invariant rings of 2×2 matrices, which have been
investigated by many mathematicians ([13,4,6,3] and so on). We review the structure
of Z[M2 ×M2]PGL2 and Z[M2 ×M2 ×M2]PGL2 . The proofs of the following statements
are due to [11] and [7].
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We introduce several equalities in the Saito character ring R2() of degree 2. In
R2(), we have
s(e)= 2; (A.1)
s()− s()s() + d()s(−1)= 0; (A.2)
for each ; ∈.
Lemma A.1 (Saito [11]). For ; "; ∈, we have the following qualities:
s()=d()s(−1); (A.3)
s(")= s("); (A.4)
s()= s("−1"); (A.5)
s(")− s(")= (s(−1")− s("−1))d(): (A.6)
Proof. Substitute = e in the equality (A.2) and use the equality (A.1). Then we
obtain (A.3). By using (A.2) again, we have
s()s(") = s(")− d()s(−1");
s(")s() = s(")− d(")s("−1):
Since the equality (A.3) follows d()s(−1")=d(")s("−1), we obtain (A.4) by taking
the diRerence of the two equalities above. By using (A.4), we have s("−1")= s(""−1)
= s(). Multiplying s() on the both sides of (A.4) and using the equality (A.2), we
obtain (A.6).
Lemma A.2. (Saito [11]). In the Saito character ring R2(), we have the following
equalities for ; "; ; ∈. We call the equality (A.7) the three term relation.
s(") + s(")= s()s(") + s(")s() + s()s(")− s()s(")s(); (A.7)
2s(") = s()s(") + s(")s() + s()s(") + s()s(")
+ s(")s()− s()s(") + s()s(")
− s()s(")s()− s()s()s(")− s()s()s(")
− s(")s()s() + s()s(")s()s(): (A.8)
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Proof. We can prove (A.7) by the following:
s(") + s(")
= s(")s()− d(")s("−1−1) + s()s(")− d()s(−1")
=− d(){d(")s("−1−1) + s("−1)}+ s()s(") + s()s(")
=− d()s(")s(−1) + s()s(") + s()s(")
=− s("){s()s()− s()}+ s()s(") + s()s(")
= s()s(") + s(")s() + s()s(")− s()s(")s():
Using the three term relation, we have
(a) s(") + s(")= s(")s() + s()s(") + s()s(")− s(")s()s(),
(b) s(") + s(")= s()s(") + s(")s() + s(")s()− s()s(")s();
(c) s(") + s(")= s()s(") + s()s(") + s(")s()− s()s()s("):
Calculate (a)−(b)+(c) and use the following equality:
s()=− s() + s()s() + s()s() + s()s()− s()s()s():
Then, we obtain (A.8).
Lemma A.3. (Nakamoto [7]). In the Saito character ring R2(), we have the following
equality for ; "; ∈:
s(")s(") = d(")d()s()2 + d()d()s(")2 + d()d(")s()2
+d()s(")2 + d()s(")2 + d(")s()2
+ s(")s(")s()− d()s()s(")s(")− d()s(")s()s(")
−d(")s()s()s()− 4d()d(")d(): (A.9)
Proof. Substituting = " in (A.8), we obtain the following:
LHS = 2s("")
= 2s(")s(")− 2d(")s(−1"−1");
RHS = s()s("") + s(")s(") + s()s("")
+ s(")s(") + s(")s(")− s()s("")
+ s(2")s(")− s()s(")s(")− s()s(")s(")
− s()s(")s(")− s(")s()s(2")
+ s()s(")s()s("):
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Hence, we get
s(")s(") = 2d(")s(−1"−1") + s()s("")
+ s(")s(") + s()s("") + s(")s(")
− s()s("") + s(2")s(")− s()s(")s(")
− s()s(")s(")− s()s(")s(")
− s(")s()s(2") + s()s(")s()s("):
Using several equalities, for examples,
s(−1"−1") = d("−1−1)s(")2 − d("−1−1)s(")s()s(")
+d("−1)s(")2 + d(−1)s()2 − 2;
we obtain (A.9).
These equalities were already found by Vogt [13] for representations in SL2. From
the equalities above, we can determine the structure of the invariant rings.
Z[M2 ×M2]PGL2 ∼= Z[tr(A); tr(B); tr(AB); det(A); det(B)]:
Z[M2 ×M2 ×M2]PGL2
∼= Z


tr(A); tr(B); tr(C);
tr(AB); tr(BC); tr(CA);
det(A); det(B); det(C);
tr(ABC)


/
(tr(ABC)2 − P tr(ABC) + Q);
where
P= tr(A) tr(BC) + tr(B) tr(CA) + tr(C) tr(AB)− tr(A)tr(B) tr(C)
and
Q= det(B) det(C) tr(A)2 + det(C) det(A) tr(B)2 + det(A) det(B) tr(C)2
+det(C) tr(AB)2 + det(A) tr(BC)2 + det(B) tr(CA)2
+ tr(AB) tr(BC) tr(CA)− det(C) tr(A) tr(B) tr(AB)
− det(A) tr(B) tr(C) tr(BC)− det(B) tr(C) tr(A) tr(CA)
− 4 det(A) det(B) det(C):
Note that
R2(F2) ∼= Z[M2 ×M2]PGL2
[
1
det(A)
;
1
det(B)
]
;
R2(F3) ∼= Z[M2 ×M2 ×M2]PGL2
[
1
det(A)
;
1
det(B)
;
1
det(C)
]
:
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Here, we denote by A; B (or A; B; C) the universal matrices. The spectra of Z[M2 ×
M2]PGL2 and Z[M2 × M2 × M2]PGL2 are isomorphic to A5Z and a hypersurface of A10Z ,
respectively.
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